Four reasons
you should migrate
Max to the cloud

Introduction
The demands of modern broadcasting are
challenging stations to break out of traditional
structures into new production models designed
for speed and flexibility. Not only must stations
create cohesive user experiences across broadcast
and digital platforms, but they must also do so with
an infrastructure that supports employee access
and collaboration from remote locations, whether
it’s a sister station across the country or your
meteorologist’s garage.
Hyper-scalable hybrid cloud solutions can extend
your broadcast capabilities beyond the walls of
your station, unlocking the full potential of your
entire group through increased collaboration,
streamlined workflows and more cost-effective
disaster recovery options.
Four key considerations can help you gain a clear
understanding of how migrating Max to the cloud
can help make your station group better manage
capital expenditures while increasing efficiency,
teamwork and resiliency.

01
Content
sharing

The ability to store, manage and leverage
graphical content – including scenes, icons and
mapping – in a secure, cloud repository, called a
locker, helps users across your group collaborate
more effectively and efficiently. Spark creativity
by seeing how another station customized a scene
so you can build something similar or adapt it for
your own purposes. Groups can also optimize the
talents of their best Max users by having them
contribute scenes, graphics and more
for other markets.
Max Cloud is designed to enable low-friction
content sharing and distribution so that virtually
any producer, designer or talent can contribute
to shows for multiple markets, helping scenes
be more rapidly developed and put to-air.

02

Cross-station
coverage

In the future of broadcasting, a “weather team”
will no longer be limited by physical location. By
exposing station and group-wide content in these
secure, cloud lockers and establishing regional
workgroups, meteorologists can fill in for each
other as needed or assist during severe weather
events, regardless of where they’re
currently located.
With a web UI and cloud-services to create a
distributed network of rendering, digital content
publishing tasks can be prioritized and get spread
across a regional workgroup. This will help you
distribute your severe weather stories faster to help
keep your audience informed and safe. At the same
time this regional workgroup provides an increased
level of redundancy for each market.

03
Disaster
recovery

Max Cloud is built with business continuity in
mind. Moving your environment to the cloud
essentially makes every station a potential
disaster recovery backup for another station
in the group. If one station goes dark, a sister
station can fill in, even if it’s located across
the country.
Establish redundancy and disaster recovery
workflows to help increase availability and
improve resource allocation for high-intensity
workloads during severe weather coverage.
Storing and managing graphics in a cloud
locker also helps prevent your team from
losing valuable digital resources in the
event of an unexpected outage.

04
Cost savings

Moving Max to the cloud lowers your on-premise
footprint driving efficiencies in both capital and
operating expenditures (such as power usage)
since duplicate footprints are not required in every
market and some functions move permanently
from on-premise to the cloud.
This helps you optimize cost savings by reducing
the amount of hardware needed across markets
and eliminating the need for dedicated footprint
for disaster recovery.
Now let’s start to explore how we can increase
the productivity of your most valuable resource,
the talent that serves your markets. How much
valuable time can be redirected to other revenue
generating activities if these on-air personalities
are not each doing substantially similar work to
their counterparts in other markets? Leverage
the work of strong content creators in multiple
markets. Use your staff in other markets to
supplement when it makes sense.

Summary
In addition to improved functionality for
content sharing, collaboration, disaster
recovery and cost management, Max Cloud
offers the peace of mind that comes with IBM
Cloud. Recognized by credible third-party
analysts such as Gartner 1 and Forrester 2,
IBM Cloud is designed to deliver the
industry-leading governance, integration and
deployment you need for your mission-critical
processes. Businesses across industries
such as financial services, pharmaceutical
companies, telecommunications providers and
more rely on IBM Cloud to provide a securityrich infrastructure for their most important
data and applications.
To learn more about how Max Cloud can
support greater efficiency, productivity and
collaboration for broadcast media, visit
www.ibm.com/products/max-cloud.
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